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Section 1: Why Wordpress Is The Best Choice For Your Small Business
Worpress is the best CMS out there on the marketplace. There’s no disputing that fact.
What does that mean for you as a business exactly?
It means that Wordpress is a content management system. It is sophisticated software, that
allows you to release your content to the world.
Did I mention that it is free?… You can put the credit card away.
The fact that Wordpress allows you to release your content, as well as all the added benefits
and free add-ons included in the package, is a small business owner’s dream come true.
In the internet marketing sphere, there is a saying. Content is king. Which is truly true,
because without great content, you can only dream of entering the realms where the kings
and queens of traffic dine.
The perfect combination, content and traffic.
Since it is traffic that you need together with great content, to become very successful in your
business venture, the best place to start at is with Wordpress.
Apart from allowing you to release great content and displaying it in an appealing way,
Wordpress is also a great brand builder.
It allows one of the best interaction scenarios, by exposing you to an audience of would be
customers, through integration with Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and a myriad of other social
platforms.
One of the most valuable assets that Wordpress offers you as a business owner is the ability
to decide when and how you’d like to update content for your site.
In the past, you had to rely on your web designer, and his availability, before any changes
could be implemented on your website. Talk about the costs involved. An absolute nightmare.
Well, gone are those days.
Now, with enough freely available learning material on the web, you are your own web
designer. As far as content release and update is concerned, anyway.

The process is quite simple and does not need unnecessary, head hurting, knowledge of
HTML or CSS.
Apart from all of the above, here are a couple of extra things you are able to do with
Wordpress:
✓ You can build your own site
It is now more than ever possible for you as a non-techie to build your own
Wordpress site without interference from your web designer. No fees to pay the
web designer. However should you not feel up to it, help is always available
through Wordpress developers.
✓ Easy To Change The Look Of Your Site
Changing the look of your Wordpress website is as easy as changing the theme.
Your information will not be lost at all.
✓ Customizing Not As Difficult
With the help of plugins you can extend the functionality of your Wordpress
website. This adds great fun to what you can do with your site to enhance your
business. Do you need Facebook, Twitter integration? Download a plugin. Do
you need to track your visitors? Download a plugin.
✓ Great Community Willing To Help
Wordpress has one of the biggest online communities, freely willing to help you
with your site problems.
✓ Very SEO Friendly
Without SEO, your website will take a while before ranking for the terms you
want. SEO stands for search engine optimization. It basically means optimizing
your website, to better stand a chance of ranking with Google, Yahoo or Bing. It
all has to do with making sure the search engines can easily find you and your
content. Fortunately there’s a popular plugin called Yoast’s Wordpress SEO to
help you with all that.
✓ Updates And Upgrades Easy To Do
Updates and upgrades can be done as quick as clicking a button or two. Really.
_______________________________________

Section 2: The 5 Essential Tips You Need To Choose Your Domain Name
Choosing a name for your website, is actually quite easy. All you have to do is…just choose a
name.
Go to Godaddy or Namecheap and register the name.
However, there are a couple of things you ought to know first before you press that Buy Now
button, and brand yourself with a not-so-nice-sounding, not-so-memorable name.

Here are 6 tips to help you choose that memorable domain name.
#1

Is it pronouncable?

You’d be surprised how many people actually stop paying attention to a domain name just
because they cannot pronounce it.
They might think it is a tendency on their parts, but really all it is, is due to a concept called
“processing fluency”

Processing fluency is a state of mind, or being, of remembering that which we can say or
think about with ease. That way of experiencing beauty in our minds fortunately also include
the way words are pronounced in our minds.
Of course, it makes a whole lot of difference where you are located and whom you are
targeting, but in essence, you will lose those customers who have a difficult time pronouncing
the name of your domain. So, choose wise.

#2

Is it short and sweet?

There’s really no difficulty here. The shorter the domain is the better. Both for the sake of
remembering but also for the sake that short is better.
If you happen to go to Alexa, and look at the five top online companies, you’ll notice that their
names are almost all less than 7 characters long…

It is a proven fact that the less characters there are in a domain, the easier it is to type it and
to say it.
I’m quite sure you wouldn’t want your domain shortened as it gets shared across social media
platforms. In the first place people might think the shortened version is the actual name.
Imagine the confusion...

#3

Is it brandable?

Look at some of the top domains on the Alexa site, and study their names. Most times the
domain might not mean anything in English, but yet it’s very catchy, easy on the tongue and,
shall I say, smooth?
Smooth and easy on the tongue are a definite yes. Add to it a bit of uniqueness, and you’ve
got a winner.
Keyword stuffed domain names are not particularly brandable. If you’re not sure how to find
brandable domain names take a look through the top sites on Alexa.

#4

Is .com available?

The .com extension will always be popular. No matter what. It has acquired that unique
recognition and accessibility that makes it a clear winner.
There are quite a number of other extension that are industry specific, but a .com will always
be the clear favorite. I’ve seen instances where people would step over a .net in the first spot
on Google, and click on the .com in the second position.

If the .com is not available then I would suggest you go with the .net. However it’s entirely up
to you.

#5

Could you be sued over it?

It is very easy to start a legal battle because of ignorance. Ignorance that could put a deep
hole in your pocket and your bank account. So, think carefully before buying domain names
that will infringe on any other business’ trademark rights.
This is clearly an area you have to be very careful about. You could get sued without knowing
that the name you bought actually belongs to someone else’s brick and mortar business. It’s
always wise to consult with legal counsel.
Remember, it’s better to be safe than sorry…
_______________________________________

Section 3: Have You Set Up Hosting?
You need to set up webhosting to give your domain name a place to reside. Hosting acts a
house for your name.
We enjoy the benefits of hosting with BlueHost, therefore we are going to set up hosting with
BlueHost.
On the homepage of BlueHost you will encounter an image that look similar to the one below.
All you need to do is press on the big green button labeled “get started now”.
This will take you to a place where you will choose what package you’re going to go with.

Choosing a package is the easiest thing to do…
Choose a package that goes with your budget and your needs. If you’re not sure what to
choose, then here’s a short explanation of each:
The Basic Package
-This package is the cheapest, and allows hosting of only one domain, however you get
unmetered everything, a free domain, 5 email accounts, 100Mb of email storage for every
account and 50Gb of storage space.
The Plus Package
-This package allows you tons of unlimiteds. From unlimited domain hosting, storage space,
bandwidth, to unlimited email accounts and email storage. You also get an antispam tool.
The Prime Package
-The prime package has everything the plus package has, as well as privacy for a chosen
domain and software to backup your websites.
Remember that billing is done annually. Yes, I know…
It’s one of those things that irks me as well. Nevertheless…
Choose which package you like, then click on the green button of the package you want to go
with.
The next step is where you choose a domain name to purchase. That is if you haven’t already
purchased a domain name. If you already have a domain name, enter it in the block on the
right under “I have a domain name”.
Click next.

Should you not have a domain name, you should type your chosen domain name on the left,
click the drop down menu next to the name area, choose an extension, and click next.

BlueHost will search to see whether your chosen domain is available or not.
If it is available, you will receive a message similar to the one below

Next…
Create an account and fill out all relevant information.
This section is important as this is where you choose how you pay, as well as all add-ons
you’re going to add to your account.
I’d strongly recommend you to choose Sitelock Security, and Domain Privacy as add-ons.

These add-on package are very cheap. Domain Privacy go for $0.99 a month, and Sitelock
Security for $1.99
Next…
Enter your payment information. Don’t forget to check the “Privacy Policy and Terms of
Service” box. Afterwards click the green “submit” button.

Now, you’ve got hosting. You will receive an email from BlueHost, with all the necessary
information like username and password to your cPanel.
_______________________________________

Section 4: Have You Installed Wordpress?
Now that hosting is sorted out, it’s time to install Wordpress on your chosen domain. Installing
Wordpress is made easy through the one-click installs found on many cPanel platform.
So, how do we do it?...
After setting up hosting you will receive login details via email. It is best to keep all of this info
in a safe place so that you can easily refer to it, whenever you need it.
Log into your BlueHost cpanel…There are two ways to do it:
1. Go to the email you received from BlueHost. In it you will find the login details for your
cpanel.
2. Visit the Bluehost website at www.bluehost.com. In the upper right-hand corner you’ll
see a login menu item.
Go ahead and login, according to whichever way you find easiest.

When logging in through BlueHost make sure you are using the right section to log into. There
are two sections as can be seen on the image below.
There is the hosting login section and the webmail login section. Use the hosting login
section.

Once you’re in you’ll see what would look similar to the image below. A lot of little icons
grouped into categories.
You’ve reached the famous cPanel…

To install Wordpress all you have to do is navigate down to a category called “Website
Builders”. The first button or tab is called “Install Wordpress”.
See how easy it is…
Now, click on that button.

Next you’d have to choose in what directory you’d like to install Wordpress…
If you’d like your Wordpress blog to be the first thing people see when coming to your domain,
then all you need to do is the following:
1. Click the drop down menu under “Select which domain you would like to install to:”
You’ll see all the domains currently under your account.
2. Select under which domain you’d like Wordpress installed.
However if you want Wordpress to be installed in a different directory, like “Blog” for instance.
Then all you have to do is type in that name in the directory section.
Click “Check Domain”

The BlueHost system will check to see whether everything is fine, and direct you to the next
step.

On the last step, click “Show Advanced Options”, and fill in all relevant information such as,
admin username and password.
Try to steer clear of usernames like “admin”, and passwords like “password” or birthdates,
favorite pet’s name etc.
If you don’t know what to choose, utilize the services of an online password generator.
Choose a password of at least 16 characters. Include upper and lower case, numbers and
symbols.
These are a hackers favorite fantasy.
Click the block next to “I have read the terms and conditions of the GPLv2”
Of course you should read it before clicking it.
Click “Install Now”.
That’s about it…
Wordpress is now installed on the domain you chose, in the directory you indicated.
_______________________________________

Section 5: Have You Set Up An Email For Your Site?
As a business owner, you will look more professional, if you have a custom email address on
the domain you registered.
With a custom email address I mean something like this:
clive@yourdomain.com
Rather than something like this:
cliveschubert@gmail.com
Before you can use your custom email address, make sure that you’ve followed the directions
in Section 2, where we went through changing your domain name servers so that they point
towards your web hosting space.
Basically, when you buy a domain name, it is set in such a way by default, that it doesn’t
know where your home is. Where the content of the domain name resides.
Therefore, you have to direct it by changing it’s domain nameservers to yours.
How do you know what yours are?
When you purchased web hosting space, the details were included in the welcoming email.
It is crucial for the success of this section…
In this section we’ll deal with these three(3) issues:
- How to create your email address
- How to set up email forwarding to a designated email address
- How to configure your email with programs like Outlook

i) How To Create Your Email Address
Follow these steps:
1. Log in to cPanel, at https://login.bluehost.com.
By now, you’ve received an email with login details. Use those.
As you know by now, you are also able to login via Bluehost’s website's login panel.

2. Click on the Email Manager button/tab.
Which brings you to a screen that look like the image below.
Make sure to type in the email address you’d like to have in the space provided, as well as
choose which domain you’d like to create the email address for.
Choose a very strong password. You can generate your own, make use of an online
password generator or use the password generator that BlueHost offers.

To view your emails online, BlueHost as well as a number of other web hosting companies
offer you 3 different types of webmail clients.
You can choose whichever one you want, as they all perform the same function anyway.
However, I have always used SquirrelMail.
When done, click on “Create & Finish”, unless you would like to create another email account,
whereupon you would click “Create & Add Another”.
3. You can check mail at http://www.yourdomain.com/webmail or login to your Bluehost
cPanel, navigate to Email and then Check Webmail.
Convert webpages to pdf online
ii) How To Setup Email Forwarding To A Designated Email Address
One of the frustrations I’ve eliminated early on regarding multiple email addresses, is to
forward all incoming emails from various accounts to one central designated email address.
More like a hub…
This is how you do it.
1. First log into cPanel. Then click on Email Manager.
Convert webpages to pdf
2. On the next tab, click on “forwarding”. Then click “add email forwarder”.
Convert webpages to pdf online

3. Add the email address from which emails should be forwarded in the “Add an Email
Forwarder” section, as well as the email address where emails should be forwarded to.

Convert webpages to
When forwarding emails to another email address, it is important to remember that the
original email does not leave the mailbox, but a copy is forwarded to the receiving email
address.
This could have the disadvantage of an overstuffed mailbox….
After a while, it is good to manually go into your mailbox and delete all old emails.
Should you not want to deal with this hassle, you could configure your emails to go through
email clients like Outlook or Gmail.
_______________________________________

Section 6: Do You Know How To Install Plugins?
Plugins are the furniture of a Wordpress website. They give functionality to your Wordpress
site…
Thus, installing them, or knowing how to install them is essential.

Best to be careful to not install too many plugins, as this may cause a bit of confusion,
especially if you’re new to all of this.
Many a times, websites have a ton of plugins that do not get updated or used at all. The less
a plugin is updated the more bugs it contains. It is another one of those hacker fantasies.
This is what you need to do to install a plugin…
Log into your Wordpress website. To do that you need to visit this url:
www.whateveryoursitename.com/wp-login.php (remember to replace the name with your
domain name).
After logging in, your screen should look almost like the image below

The first thing you want to do is to update your Wordpress website.
Click on “Updates” and on “Please Update Now”.
Once you’re done, you’re ready to install your plugins.

On the left of your screen is a long dark vertical menu.
Locate Plugins.
Click on it, and click Add New.

Once there, on the far upper right is an open space where you can type in the name of the
plugin you’d like installed. In our case we’re installing “hide wp admin”.
A list of related plugins will come up. Click “Install Now” next to the right plugin.
Click “Activate”
You’ve now installed your first plugin. By the way, the Hide WP Admin plugin allows you to
remove the admin bar at the top of your website when logged in.
It can be annoying at times, especially if you want to see how your website looks like to your
customers.
_______________________________________

Section 7: Chosen A Design For Your Site?
This is what your site might look like after you’ve installed Wordpress. It all depends on when
you’ve installed it, and what Wordpress theme comes standard with what version. The Twenty
Sixteen theme is standard for this install, and this is what it looks like.

Update Wordpress to the latest version, as it might be that there is a newer version than the
one you downloaded.
Although Twenty Sixteen is not much to look at, it does perform…
i) Let’s Change The Theme
On your Wordpress dashboard there is a vertical menu on the left-side…
Navigate over to the Appearance menu and click on Themes.

You’ll see a couple of themes already installed with your Wordpress installation. Choose
whichever one you like. Click on “Activate” to activate the theme.

ii) Are Free Themes Worth It?
Using free themes has both it’s ups and downs. I personally have found many great free
themes, that have greatly enhanced the look of my sites.
Free themes can come in quite handy when you need a cool looking Wordpress site on a
budget.
But…
You could have problems with free themes, as they are not updated regularly. Since hackers
try to stay abreast of all their hacking shenanigans, I’m sure they will find a hole that they can
exploit. This alone could have serious repercussions for you and your business.
Not all free themes are supported as well. It can be a point of frustration if there is no-one to
help with a possible problem, which would result in you having to scour the web for answers.
Some free themes are also not very good looking…
Thus I would recommend that you pay for a good premium theme.
Places like Elegant Themes, Themeforest and Studio Press have very good themes, well
supported, at a reasonable price.
iii) How To Install A Free Theme
Let’s quickly walk through how to install a free theme.
Go to Appearance  Themes and click on “Add New” at the top

There are a ton of good looking free themes available. Browse through and pick one or more
that you like.
Wordpress has categorized all the themes, so that you can choose how you want to browse
through them.
Do you want to check out the featured themes, the popular themes, the latest or the favorite?
It’s all up to you…

Next to the different categories you can browse, you have a filter called a “Feature Filter”.
This allows you to apply filters to various parts, and hone even deeper into your themeseeking experience.
Click on Feature Filter and tick whichever features you’d like to add. Wordpress will come up
with relevant themes for you to go through.

After identifying what you’d like, click on “Apply Filters”

Browse through the themes and choose one you like.

You can choose to look at the details of the theme first, preview it or straightway install it.
If you’d like to install a theme, just click on the blue “Install” button.
Once you’re done installing the theme, you would have to activate it.
_______________________________________

Section 8: Know How To Make Good Permalinks?
When installing Wordpress on a domain for the first time, you will notice that Wordpress gives
your pages ad posts ugly looking names.
Something like this: www.yourdomain.com/?p=123
The problem with this is that it is not very SEO friendly. Your website won’t rank well if Google
has to crawl for a post titled “?p=123”, instead of “How To Create A Good Blog Post”.
To change the names of pages and posts to ones that are more SEO friendly, but also more
appealing to the eye, we have to change the permalinks.
How do we do that?…Easy.
All you need to do is go to your Wordpress Dashboard, and navigate down the vertical menu
till you see “Settings”.
Click on Settings  Permalinks

Go all the way to the last permalink type, called Custom Structure
, and type the following in the white open space:
/%postname%/
Click “Save Changes”.
Now your URL will have the same as the name of the post of the page .
_______________________________________

Section 9: Have You Decided What Pages You Need?
If you’re like many online business owners, you probably struggle with deciding what pages
you should have on your website.
Not to despair though, as the solution is right at hand…
There are 9 basic web pages, every business owner should include on their website. Let’s
quickly dive in to what they are and why they’re important.
i) Home
Your Home page is there to give the world a view into who you are. This page allows you to
put your best foot forward and impress. If you have to invest money into your website, I’d say

this is where the bulk of it should go, because it needs to demand attention and keep that
attention.
On it you should include brief summaries of you, your services or your products. The design
itself should be aesthetic enough to captivate, yet very minimal as to not overwhelm.
ii) About
This is a very important page to include on your website. At times potential visitors to your
website will first visit your About page to learn a bit more about you, before they venture
further into what you have to offer.
Here you can provide an overview of your business. Explain to your customer what makes
you different from your competitor.
Including a photo of you, or the people behind the business, also lends more credibility to the
image of your business.
iii) Services
The Services page allows you to create basic information about services your business offers.
Give a brief overview of the services you offer and then list them.
You could also categorize your services, if they are too many to list down a page, or even
create separate pages for each category of services, with a link to each subpage from the
main Services page.
iv) Products
On this page list all the products you offer. Include beautiful images of each product. Products
sell well if they are accompanied by beautiful sales pages, product pages and e-covers.
v) FAQ
I’ve experienced how handy the FAQ page can be. All questions that are asked over and over
again on your website, can be summarized here on this FAQ, and brief or in-depth answers
given on each, depending on your industry.

vi) Testimonials
A testimonial is a must have on your website. Testimonials from your previous customers
show that you are able to do the job. When soliciting testimonials from your previous
customers, make sure to ask for a photo of them and a web address.
vii) Contact
Your contact page is the easiest way for your site visitors to get in contact with you. Thus it is
a non-optional page. Meaning that you must have a contact page. When creating one make
sure to have minimal questions to ask your visitor.
The best is to have 3 areas for visitors to fill in, namely, name, email and message. You could
also include links on the page to your various social media profiles.
viii) Privacy Policy
A privacy policy is essential for any website. It is one of the pages required when you sell
products online, but even without selling anything, a privacy policy will make your visitors feel
at ease, as they know their privacy is protected.
ix) Portfolio
The portfolio page is the place where you showcase your creations. Ideally it is perfect for
those who are in the creative businesses like photographers and designers. A few samples
can make a huge difference to how customers perceive you and your work.
_______________________________________

Section 10: Do You Know How To Create Pages?
Now that you know what pages are necessary for your website to have, let’s dive right in and
create them…
Log into your Wordpress dashboard, and on your vertical menu locate Pages.
Click Pages and then “Add New” as indicated in the image above.

You are now able to give a name to your new page. In our case, we gave it the name “Home”.
Once you’re done click Publish.

Let’s take a closer look at the page you’ve just created.

1. After publishing the page, new information will appear under the name of the page. This
is your permalink for this page. You can change the name you’d like to appear in the
URL of this page, right there. In our case, we’re sticking with “Home”.
2. Update your page, after you’ve made changes to it, by clicking “Update”.
3. Preview the changes you’ve made, by clicking “Preview Changes”.
Next, we’ll set the Home page we’ve created as homepage.
To do that we nagivate over to Settings  Reading

Click on “A static page (select below)” and then click the drop down menu under “Front Page”.
In our case we’ve selected “Home”
Make sure to save the changes, by clicking on “Save Changes”.

I’ve also created another page and named it “Blog”, and this page I am going to use as the
Posts page.
It is not necessary to create a specific page for posts, but if I’d like to style the page a
particular way, then it is beneficial to do so…
Here’s how I link my “Blog” page as the posts page:

_______________________________________

Section 11: How To Make A Contact Form
To add a Contact Form to your website involves installing a plugin called Contact Form 7 as
well as adding a Contact page.
I’ve already added a Contact page to the website as can be seen below:

Now we venture over to “Add a plugin”.
This time I’m going to add a plugin that I’ve already downloaded to my computer.
Thus, we click on “Upload Plugin”.

Next, we’re going to upload the plugin from where it resides on my computer by clicking on
Browse.
Venture to where the plugin file is. It should be in zip format.

Upload the file…

After installing, we activate the plugin…

To find this plugin, just go to Wordpress.org and type in “contact form 7” under plugins.
Now that you have the plugin installed, and activated, it’s time to configure it.
For that we click on Plugins  Installed Plugins
Next we click on Contact Form 7

Now we’re ready to configure our plugin.
Configuring is quite easy as all you have to do is to copy the code and paste it into your
Contact page.
Let’s do that…

We’ve copied the code and now to paste it into the Contact page…

And now for our final product on our website…
Voila…

_______________________________________

Section 12: Is Your Site Navigation In Order?
For easier site navigation we need a menu. Menus are easy to add to your Wordpress site…
You can have as many menus as you want, each with a different combination of pages,
posts, categories and links.
To add a menu to your Wordpress site or to change existing menus we go to
Appearance  Menus
We’d like to add a new menu, so we click on “Create Menu”

After clicking Create Menu
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We write the name of the new menu and,
Save the new menu.
Tick which pages, posts, categories or links we’d like to include on the new menu
Click “Add to Menu” and Save.
Click on “Manage Locations”

And choose which menu should be your primary menu.

_______________________________________

Section 13: Do You Know How To Add Content?
We’re going to add content to one of the pages we created…
The Home page. Currently the Home page is bare, but we’ll change that in a moment.
To add content to our Home page we click on
Pages  All Pages
Find “Home” page, and as you hover over it, a submenu will appear underneath.

Click on edit.

The Wordpress page is a beehive of activities, as can be seen by the screenshot above.
Let’s dive in to what each one of those buttons mean, and what we can do with them.
1. Add Media
By clicking here you’ll be directed to another section where you can add images, videos and
files to your page.

2. This area allows you to change the font size of your text. Paragraph is the default size of
your font, but you can also choose whether you want font that’s already formatted in to H2,
H2…H6, the heading texts.
3. B is for bolding text and I is for italic.
4. By clicking the button on your left you can create bulleted text, whereas the one on the
right creates numbered text.
5. The blockquote will create a quote from the selected text.
6. These three(3) buttons will align your text. Left, center and right align.
7. These are the buttons you use to create a hyperlink of your text or your image. What is a
hyperlink? Basically a hyperlink is just a link to something else. Like for instance this link goes
to Google. The button on the left creates the hyperlink, and the one on the right breaks the
hyperlink.
8. This is a “Read More” tag. What it does is put the words “Read More” underneath a
specified amount of text and hide the rest. This is especially helpful on a homepage or a blog
page where you don’t want the full text of your post visible.
9. This is the toolbar toggle. It hides or shows all the tools from numbers 10-18
10. This is the Strikethrough. It will put a line through any selected text.
11. The horizontal line will create a horizontal line right through the width of your page.
12. By clicking on this button you can change the color of your text to the color specified
under the A. Alternatively you can click on the arrow next to the A, and choose a different
color.
13. Paste as text allows you to paste text from other web pages without losing the formatting
style of the text.
14. Clear formatting allows you to clear whatever you’ve changed, but it only applies to
formatting of bold, italic, font color, strikethrough and alignment. Other formatting like bullets,
numbering, font size etc. is not affected by clear formatting.
15. The special character adds special characters to your text. Characters like these: õ, è
16. These two(2) buttons are for decreasing or increasing indentation of your text.

17. These two(2) buttons are for undoing or redoing your last action.
18. This question mark is a keyboard shortcut button.
19. The visual editor lets you see your post or page as it will appear without any coding
included.
20. The text editor lets you see what’s cooking on the underside of the hood. Here you can
see all the coding involved in your post or page.

_______________________________________

Section 14: Do You Know How To Install Widgets?
At the moment our site does not have a sidebar…
What is a sidebar?
Well, if you look at our homepage, you’ll see that it is just one stretch with no columns or
rows.

We’d like to have a sidebar on our website, so that we can place widgets in the sidebar.
To be able to do that we must first activate the sidebar template on our homepage.
Let’s go and do that…

On our Home page we do the following:
1. First we venture over to the far right, and look for the Page Attributes tab
2. Then we go to the Template tab.
3. After clicking on the drop down menu we choose “Sidebar Template”
4. Click Update.
Now, we have a sidebar enabled on our website. Let’s take a look.

Our sidebar does not particularly look very inviting, so we’ll change a few things around.
We go to Appearance  Widgets

Our Main Sidebar widget has a lot of unnecessary widgets, which we will remove.
We deleted the Meta, Categories, Archives and Recent Comments widgets.
Of the ones that are left, we’ll reword the Recent Posts widget to “Most Recent Blog Posts”
and the Search widget to “Search Our Site”…

Please note that if you have no blog posts yet, your “Recent Posts” widget will not show. As in
our case.

_______________________________________

Section 15: Have You Set Up Your Blog?

In order to add content to our blog all we need to do is add posts. There’s no need to create
more pages for posts.
To be able to add posts we simply go to Posts  Add New

When creating a blog post, you want to ensure that it has a name. The name of our blog post
is “Welcome To Our Blog”

As you’re not ready for the world to see your post yet, you want to save your post as a draft.
For that click “Save Draft”…
…and once you’re ready…click Publish.

You’ll notice that once you publish your post, the post will be assigned a category of
“Uncategorized”.
You don’t want that to be the case.
Therefore, as you are working on your post you want to create the right category, and assign
the post to it.

When assigning a category to a post, these are the steps you have to follow:
1. Click on the Categories tab.
2. Uncheck “Uncategorized” as the current category.
3. Click on “Add New Category”. It will open up an empty field to fill the new category name.
4. Write the category name in the open box
5. Click “Add New Category”. The bottom one.
Don’t forget to click on Update…
New category has been assigned…

And now for our blog post.

_______________________________________

Section 16: Will You Be The Only Site Administrator?
Wordpress is truly versatile. You can assign more than one user to a site.
To assign more users go to Users  Add New

Once you’ve filled in all relevant information, make sure to include an email address.
Choose a strong password. This is very important, as your assigning a weak password could
result in the hacking of your site.
Make sure to check “Send the new user an email abour their account” unless you want to
personally email them the password.
Also assign the new user a role. It is very important to not give everyone the role of
Administrator, as they could cause havoc on your site.
There are four(4) roles to choose from:
•
•
•
•
•

Subscriber
Contributor
Author
Editor
Administrator

Choose wisely.
Every new user, especially if they’re not an Administrator have limited capabilities within the
site.
Let’s look at our new user.

First we log in..

Once our new user logs in, this is how their Dashboard will look like…

_______________________________________

Section 17: Have You Set Up A Gravatar?
A Gravatar is an image that is associated with a particular email address. It follows that email
address wherever it is used. Be it in comments or in emails.
It is quite handy as it leaves a trail of you wherever you go, and thus create a brand of your
face or image.
To create an gravatar you go to www.gravatar.com

First you need to create an account. Make sure to use the same email address you use to
sign in to your Wordpress dashboard.

Once you’re setup, the email address that you use to log into your Wordpress website is now
associated with your Gravatar account.

Next you need to create a profile with a profile picture of your choice…
Once your Gravatar profile is set up, leaving a comment on another website will look similar to
this:

Keep in mind to always use the email address you used to sign up with on the Gravatar
website, otherwise your image will not show.

_______________________________________

Section 18: Have You Added Social Buttons?
It’s important to share your content with the world, especially on social media.
However, it can be a hassle to visit each and every social media platform and post your link
there.
That’s why we’re going to use a plugin to do that for us.
Whenever people visit your site, they have the option to share your blog post on their profiles.
The plugin we’re going to use is called Shareaholic.
We’ve done plugin installs before, and this comes as no new thing.
We go to Plugins  Add New
Since we’re uploading from the computer, we click on “Upload Plugin”

Browse to the place on the computer where the plugin is, upload and click “Install Now”

Don’t forget to activate your plugin.

Now we can configure our newly installed social sharing plugin. Visit the plugin by clicking on
Settings or on Shareaholic on the vertical menu.

Shareaholic’s interface can look quite intimidating, no panic, there’s nothing to be scared of.

All you need to do is indicate where you would like the Shareaholic plugin buttons to appear.

And now we’re ready to share…

Section 19: Do You Want Your Website To Be Slow?
One of the issues that will set you apart from other websites is the speed at which the pages
of your website loads.
You don’t want your site to load up slowly…that’s the fastest that you will lose potential
clients.
To optimize the speed of your site we’re going to install a plugin called WP Super Cache…
We follow the normal procedure of plugin installation.

Now for the WP Super Cache Dashboard

Make sure you check “Caching on (Recommended)”. Click “Update Stats”. Done!

_______________________________________

Section 20: Is Your Website Backed Up
If you’ve been on the internet for a number of years, you will know that hacking is one of the
top annoyances of running an online businesses.
To be able to curb the effects of a hacked website, we regularly backup our site, so that we
can easily restore it.
WP DB Backup is a plugin we will use to backup our website.

After installation and activation we go to Plugins Installed Plugins and look for our plugin…

On the right-side we look for ToolsBackup and click it.
This will take us to the plugin dashboard…

On the plugin dashboard, scroll down to where you see the Backup Options
You can choose whether you’d like the backup to be downloaded to your computer, or
whether it should be emailed to you.

Don’t forget to click “Backup Now”
Lastly, you can choose how regularly your website database should be backed up.

And that is how you ensure you never lose all of your hard work for one hackers peace of
mind!
_______________________________________

Section 21: Do You Love SPAM?
Akismet is our go to plugin for spam prevention. It is a true and tested plugin that has
withstood the test of time.
Installing it, is done the same way as all the other plugins we’ve installed.

Once it’s installed all we need to do is to insert our API key.
The API key is obtained freely from Akismet, and all you need to do to get it is to sign up.

Now you are protected against spam.
______________________________________

Section 22: Got Analytics Installed?
To track visitor statistics on your website you need Google Analytics.
Before we can install any plugins on our website to keep track of Analytics stats, we first need
to create a Google Analytics account.
For that we need to visit: https://www.google.com/analytics
Click on “Sign Up”

Once inside, fill out all relevant information. Make sure to fill out information on the Website
section, unless you’re specifically tracking for mobile.

Beneath this screenshot you find the following, where you can configure where your Google
Analytics data can be shared.

Once you’re done click on “Get Tracking ID”
A popup with the Google Analytics terms and conditions will come up, which you will have to
agree to. After that you get your Google Analytics code.

Your tracking ID is what’s most important. It looks similar to this: UA-XXXXXXXX-1
Grab that code and head on back to Wordpress where we will install the Google Analytics
plugin.

On the Google Analytics plugin dashboard, you have the option to manually enter the code
you retrieved from Google Analytics or to automatically authenticate with Google.

Always save your changes once you’re done.
Next you want to start tracking your visitor statistics.
Go to your Wordpress Dashboard, and scrolling down you will see your Google Analytics
graph.

_______________________________________

Section 23: Know How To Update Wordpress?
It is essential and of the utmost importance to always update your Wordpress website.
Updates are free and are as easy as the click of a button.
To check whether any updates are available we go to Updates located on the vertical menu of
Wordpress.

If any updates are available for Wordpress they’ll be indicated with
- Update Wordpress – If a newer version is available
- Update Plugins – If there are newer versions of your plugins available
- Update Themes – If there are newer versions of your themes
To update Wordpress simply click on the “Update Now” button or alternatively “Download
x.x.x”, with x.x.x being the version number.
To update our plugins and themes, we click on “Select All” each for the plugins and themes
separately, and click either “Update Plugins” or “Update Themes”.

_______________________________________

Section 24: Set Up An Alert For Broken Links?
Broken links on your website is a big no, no. Therefore we need to constantly be aware of
pages or posts we’re linking to that are no longer valid or in existence.
To check every link on our site and identify which ones are broken can be a tedious task,
therefore we make use of a plugin called Broken Link Checker.
To install it we go to Plugins Add New, and do the installation and activation.

After activation, we go to SettingsLink Checker

Here we can decide the time interval of every link check and where notifications should be
sent to.

_______________________________________

Section 25: Optimising Your Site For Search Engines
SEO or search engine optimization is extremely crucial for your website. What do I mean with
that?
Search engines such as Google, Yahoo or Bing has crawlers that read the content of your
website according to a particular algorithm.
It is your duty to ensure that your site is optimized for better placement and therefore ranking
by the search engines.
To do it all manually is possible but highly advised against. The best way to do this is to install
a plugin that will handle optimization for you.
The best plugin for this, and a leader in it’s class is Yoast’s Wordpress SEO plugin.
Therefore, that is the plugin we are going to download and configure.
In Wordpress, go to PluginsAdd New

After activation, look for SEO on the vertical menu and click.

The Wordpress SEO Dashboard…
Not much to look at, but believe me, quite powerful under the hood…

Let’s dive and configure your website optimally.
i) General Settings
After clicking on the SEO button you’ll be taken to the settings page. The ‘General’ tab has an
“Open the configuration wizard” button. Ignore this button as we’ll be doing things manually.

ii) Features
On the “Features” tab, enable the Advanced Settings tab. Save your settings after enabling.
New items will appear under SEO, in your vertical Wordpress menu.

The before and after pictures of the Advanced settings facelift.

iii) Your Info
Nest switch to the Your Info tab. Provide information about your website and whether it is run
by a person or a company.
You have to provide both a site name and an alternate name. In case you don’t enter
anything in that space Yoast SEO will use the information in your Settings section to fill in the
gaps.
Choose whether the site is run by a company or a person.

iv) Webmaster Tools
Most of the bigger and well known search engines allow website owners to add their sites to a
webmaster tool.
Adding your site to these areas allows you to see information about your website, like traffic
stats.
In order to see that information you have to add a meta tag to your site or upload a file. If
you’re queasy about it, just add the meta tag you receive from the search engines in the
appropriate field.

v) Security

The security tab is best left disabled, as it will prevent authors from making changes like
noindex and canonical settings.
There are tons of other features to help you with ranking. All you have to do is configure each
tab under SEO on the Wordpress menu.
_______________________________________

Section 26: Setting Up An Online Store

When wanting to sell online from your Wordpress website, there are a couple of things you
need to set in place before you can have your first sale.
It is really not all that hard, although it might seem so at first.
There are two ways to approach this. Either you splash a buy now button from Paypal or any
other payment processor on your website.
When your customer hits the buy now button they are taken off your site and the transaction
is handled on the third party processor’s website.
The other way is to have a payment gateway on your website, and through your API all
transactions are handled straight from your website.
I prefer doing things the second way, right under my nose, where I can observe and control
everything, and it’s this second method that you’re going to use to set up our e-commerce
store.
Let’s look at the 4 things you will need to make this a reality:
1. A Merchant Account
2. A Payment Gateway
3. A SSL Certificate
4. A Shopping Cart

1. A Merchant Account
A merchant account acts as your private bank which allows payments to be accepted from
debit or credit cards.
For this to happen you would need to apply for a merchant account. These accounts can be
obtained through a go between merchant account provider.
When choosing a provider always compare prices and benefits for the best deal.

2. A Payment Gateway
A payment gateway authorizes payments for online transactions. All it does is handle the
technicalities involved in making the transaction go through smoothly.
There are merchant accounts that come with their own payment gateways. The problem that
might ensue is that the gateway might not be compatible with your shopping cart.
You are free to choose whichever gateway with whichever merchant account. As long as they
are all compatible and can produce the desired results. It’s probably safest to go with the
more known gateways out there. Gateways like authorize.net, Google Checkout, Paypal,
Amazon Payments and 2Checkout.
When looking for a gateway, it is best to look at these requirements before settling for one.
✓
✓
✓
✓

It must preferably be easy to integrate with WordPress
It must be known for reliability and have a good track record
It must place the utmost importance on the security of your customers’ transactional
information
It must offer top notch support, as it is taking a cut from your earnings.

3. A SSL Certificate
SSL is a term that means “Secure Socket Layer”. These SSL certificates are used to verify
and confirm who a website or a server is.
They encrypt your transactional data during the buying process and ensures that no
shenanigans are taking place during the transactions. Basically they help prevent fraudulent
transactions as well.

4. A Shopping Cart
There are tons of shopping carts to choose from. Some are free while others are commercial.
To choose between free or paid really all depends on you and your needs.
Check for these things when shopping for a shopping cart:
✓
✓
✓

Make sure it is updated, and constantly receive updates. This is of the utmost
importance, especially as hackers like to exploit bugs in software
How easy it is to implement
Find out which gateways are supported

✓
✓

Go for aesthetics. Beauty plays a part in branding and ultimately to sales
Do they offer professional support

Popular E-commerce Plugins for Wordpress
•
•
•
•
•

Ecwid
eShop
WP e-Commerce
Shopp
PHPurchase

_______________________________________

Section 27: Making Your Site Mobile-Friendly
Since 2016 Google started cracking down on sites that were not mobile friendly. Thus it is
important to ensure that your website can be viewed from a mobile phone or tablet.
To help us with that we are going to install a plugin called WP Touch. There is a paid version
of WP Touch called WP Touch Pro, but we’re going to install the free version.
By now you should be familiar with the routine of installing a plugin. Here is a screenshot of
the installed WP Touch.

Because we’ve installed WP Super Cache as well, there’s some sort of clash taking place
with WP Touch.
WP Touch will thus not be shown to mobile viewers if we don’t take care of this mishap.
To do that, we click on the step-by-step-guide in the top part of the window.
We are led to a webpage on the wptouch domain, from which we follow the WP Super Cache
instructions…

All we basically need to do is to copy the list of phone names found on the wptouch site just underneath the
instructions…

Switch over to the settings for the WP Super Cache plugin…

Make sure you are on the Advanced Tab. Once there, scroll all the way down till you reach the “Rejected User
Agents” section.

Scroll with the little down pointing arrow till every line has shifted up…slurp, crawl, etc…When you see an open
space, right-click and paste the list of phones in there.
Click “Save UA Strings”
After that, the warning should have disappeared, which means that your WP Touch Pro is working and your
site should now be visible in a mobile version.

Configuring the plugin is straightforward. All you need to do is go through the various menus and decide what
to enable and what not.
Most of the fancy options are available only with the Pro version.
_______________________________________

Section : How To Connect Your Domain Name With Your Web Host
After buying your domain from either Godaddy or Namecheap and have set up your hosting,
it’s time to point your domain to your webhost.
Why do we need to do that?...
Well, it’s almost like directing people to a particular business. First you go to an information
kiosk, and there you are redirected to the place where the business is situated.
In terms of domains and hosting, when surfing, a potential customer, or anyone actually,
would put in the domain name in the web browser.
The browser, with the help of internal coding in the backside, would figure out what ip address
that domain belongs to. It would then direct you to the domain name provider, and once there,
the domain name provider would direct you to where the content for the domain is kept.
All of this is called connecting your domain name to your web host….
i) What is a Name Server?
The domain you purchased previously has name servers. These name servers are the ones
that determine where your visitors are directed to upon landing on your domain.
When you subscribe to a web host, your web host will supply you with two name servers.
They look almost identical to this.
NS1.yourwebhost.com
NS2.yourwebhost.com

ii) Configuring Your Name Servers
I’m assuming you’ve purchased your domain with Godaddy. Even if you haven’t, I’d like to reassure you
that details are almost identical to these.
Once inside Godaddy, you’ll see the next screen. Click on Domains  Manage.

The next screen allows you to choose the domain you’ve just purchased. Choose the domain by clicking
on the little box to the right of it.

The moment you’ve clicked in the little box, a mark will appear in the box, and the grayed out area on the
top will become editable.

Click on Nameservers  Set Nameservers

Click on Custom, and under Nameservers type in the two nameservers that were sent to you
via email.
For example, if hosting with Hostgator, your nameservers would be:
ns1.hostgator.com
ns2.hostgator.com
Click on Save, and you’re done. Allow a bit of time for your new details to update globally.

